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improvisation in the classroom

…the classroom is a particular scene of writing—neither an innately natural nor
an innately artificial scene; neither necessarily an oppressive nor necessarily a liber-
ating scene; just a scene of writing. The classroom is not even one particular fixed
scene, but many scenes—the scenes as we make them from our own particular
circumstances and desires. —Charles Bazerman

Charles Bazerman’s essay in the 1994 collection Learning and Teaching Genre
was intriguingly titled “Where is the classroom?” I was so pleased to find a
personal reflection on teaching by a scholar whom I regard as a model for
empirical research and rhetorical theory-building. Twenty years after he wrote
them, Bazerman’s words on teaching writing still help me to frame my own
perspectives on pedagogy generally. After ten years of teaching—to first-year
and upper-division undergraduates and law students—I find myself more than
ever employing what Bazerman described as “a seat-of-the-pants estimate of
the needs and possibilities and goals of each circumstance” (p. 30).

This is more systematic than it sounds. Like Bazerman, I see the structure of
the classroom embedded within “institutional beliefs that we will put students
in proper shape for other teachers”; within my “imaginative construct of the
meaning of the course”; and within “the students’ definitions of the situation
and of themselves within the situation” (pp. 26-28). As a consequence, each
class session of each section in each semester is a unique configuration of time
and place, of institutional expectations, of the students’ personal desires and
mine. Once these “dynamics begin to unfold, the best I can do is watch where
they are taking us, so that I can improvise most appropriately and creatively to
allow those dynamics to fulfill themselves” (p. 30).

the ethical art

Teaching is an ethical art: It is ethical like other professional practices—nursing,
medicine, and law—where the practitioner must seek above all the well-being
of the “patient” or “client.” And like those professions, it is an art: though its
conduct and mechanisms can be studied and described, at the moment of
praxis, the practitioner must exercise professional judgment that grows out of
experience and tacit knowledge.

As a consequence, for me the practice of teaching is artful improvisation in (and
near) the classroom, with the well-being of the students and our community
top of mind.
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artful and practical improvisation

My view has practical implications, which I offer here as admonitions for myself
and examples of my practices in the past.

Meet students where they are and help them fight their hard battles. I am devel-
oper and was first leader of the Structured Writing Group at the University of
Minnesota Law School; SWG runs alongside the first-year legal writing pro-
gram. Our goal was to aid all first-year law students, but especially multilingual
students and non-native speakers of English, to adapt to the linguistic regis-
ters and genres of the law. These students did not have uniform needs: One
student did not learn English until college but had an excellent command of
grammar and mechanics and a quick grasp of American legal reasoning. She
came looking for advice to polish her writing to the highest gloss. Another
was struggling with language comprehension in the classroom and the law’s
non-natural way of reasoning about social problems. He came looking just to
smooth the roughest parts so that he could survive until his next assignment.
These two students had equal claims on my attention, and each was “fighting
a hard battle,” in the words of Ian Maclaren. My job was to find out where they
were and help them face their battles.

Help the students know where they are and where they want to go. In every class,
my students have commented on the rich feedback I give on assignments. I
warn them that it’s coming, that I will cover their papers with copious correc-
tions (where there are things their audiences would regard as errors) and rhetor-
ical suggestions for how to reach their readers. At this moment of providing
feedback—what a colleague of mine termed “asynchronous teaching”—I can
help the students understand where they are in relation to where they want to
go. But sometimes they don’t know where they want to go. A student came
to me distraught because his family wanted him to go to medical school and
“join the family business,” but he wanted to be a high school science teacher. I
“listened actively” through his discovery (or invention, really, as inventio is both
invention and discovery) of what his future would be.

Model the behavior you seek from students. If I say to students, “Be demanding
of yourself and others, but also be compassionate,” I had better show them
what I mean. My students consistently identify me as having a high degree of
respect for them, even when I’m making them work terribly hard.

Have fun! There are opportunities to learn everywhere, and they don’t need to
be tedious. When I asked students to explain the differences in the lyrics be-
tween two songs by Macklemore and Ryan Lewis based on who they thought
the expected audiences were, we had a conversation with a great deal of
laughter, but an observer of my class that day concluded that “[l]earning was
clearly taking place with this activity.”
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Though I can’t imagine being a professor without doing research, when I picture
myself as a “professor,” it’s always in a classroom of students for whom I feel
the greatest compassion and from whom I expect their best work.
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